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Morphology and origin of the Osbourn Trough
Magali I. Billen and Joann Stock
SeismologicalLaboratory, California Institute of TechnologyPasadena,

Abstract. The OsbournTroughis a 900 km long,east-westtrendinggravitylow,
visiblein satellitealtimetrydata, whichintersects
the TongaTrenchat 25ø30'S.A
recentsurveycollected
gravity,magnetic,
echosounder,
andswathbathymetrydata
on threeadjacent,north-south
trendingshiptrackscenteredon the trough.The

lineargravitylowis 20-30regallessthantheregional
valueandis accompanied
by
a fiat-lying,200-500m deepsediment-filled
valley.Swathbathymetry
images
reveal
severalparallel,east-west
trendinglinearridgesandvalleyson eithersideof the
maintroughaswellasothermorphologic
features
characteristic
of relictspreading
centers,includinga prominentinsidecornerhighandpossible
pseudo-fault
trace.
The presence
of magnetic
anomalies
(possibly
anomalies
33 and32) suggests
that
the seafloor here was formed after the end of the Cretaceous Normal Superchron

(anomaly
34). Thesedatasupport
theconclusion
that thistroughis a spreading

center,whichstoppedspreading
in Late Cretaceous
time. The existence
of this
featurehasimportantimplications
for tectonicreconstructions
in this region.The
OsbournTroughcouldbe part of the fossilspreading
centerbetweenthe Pacific
Plate and a fragmentof the PhoenixPlate,the Bellingshausen
Plate. This would
requirethe seafloorbetweenthe OsbournTroughand the ChathamRiseto the
southto be a remnant fragmentof the Bellingshausen
Plate. This remnant may

havejoinedto thePacificPlatewhentheHikurangiPlateauenteredthe Gondwana
subductionzoneat the Chatham Rise possiblycausingthe cessationof spreading
on the Osbourn Trough.

the Oceans(GEBCO), BritishOceanographic
Data Centre, computer file, 1997) (hereinafter referred to as
(GEBCO, 1997))of this region,althoughthereis a coin-

1. Introduction

A linear east-west trending gravity low on the Pacific Plate which intersectsthe Tonga-KermadecTrench cident 100 km long east-westtrending seafloortrough at
at 25ø30'S has recently been the focus of alternative 168ø10'W. Bathymetric, gravity, and seismic data colhypotheses
concerning
its formation.LonsdaIe[1997] lected at this location reveal an asymmetric, steep-sided
proposedthat this feature,the OsbournTrough, is topographic low covered with a thin layer of sediment

an abandonedspreadingcentersegmentof the Pacific- [Menardandet aI, 1983].The seafloor
in thisregionwas
Phoenixboundarywhich ceasedspreadingat 105 Ma. believed to have formed during the Cretaceous Normal
Alternatively,Small and Abbott[1998]proposedthat Superchron(118-83Ma [Candeand Kent, 1995])based

thisfeature(whichtheyreferto astheLouisville
Trough)on the apparent lack of lineated magnetic anomalies

maybe a recentcrackin the PacificPlate causedby the [Watts et al., 1988]. Thereforethe exact ageand direcsubductionof a large seamountin the Tonga Trench at
the intersection

of these three features.

tion of spreading of the seafloor were not known.
Dating of ferrobasalts at nearby drill site Deep Sea

Most previousknowledgeabout the OsbournTrough Drilling Site (DSDP) 595/596 (about 250 km north of

(OT) camefromsatellitealtimetrydata [Sandwell
and the easterntermination of the OT) givesa minimum

Smith, 1997]. In the gravity image,a 900 km long,
linear gravity low, with three perpendicularoffsetsin
the west extends from the Tonga Trench at 174øW
to 165øW (Plate 1).
There is no evidenceof a

age of 100 Ma and extrapolation of sediment agesgives

an age of 139 Ma [Menard and et aI, 1983]. The ex-

act location of the boundaries between crust created by
different spreading systemsis not well known in this resimilar feature over the full extent of the gravity low gion. However, the trend of abyssalhill fabric is NE-SW
in bathymetriccharts (GeneralBathymetricChart of in the bathymetry north of the drill site. In addition,
paleoinclination studies at this site in rocks of Creta-
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ceous(Late?) agegivea paleolatitudeof 63øS.A second
drill site, DSDP site 204, lies less than 50 km from the

OT at its westernedge(shiptrack DSDP21GC [Burns
et al., 1973]). Unfortunately,drill coresfrom this site
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recoveredvery few fossilsfor core depths corresponding data coveringthe eastern edge of the westernmostsegto ages older than Oligocene. Those fossil fragments ment (segment1) of the trough. The swathbathymetry
recovered(of possibleLate Cretaceous
age) are difficult data has an across-trackcoverageof 12 km providing a
to identify, showingevidence for considerabletransport 36 km wide by 150 km long image of the seafloorsurbefore deposition at this location. The sediments in roundingthe trough (Plate 2a).
This Seabeamimthe drill corecomprisedabyssalclaysand ash (0-103 m, age reveals several features normally found along slow-

Mioceneto Oligocene),tuffaceoussandstoneand con- spreadingcenters:(1) The troughis a 200-500m deep,
glomerate(103-126.5m, ?Early Cretaceousage), and steep-sidedgraben, shallowing to the west, with a fiat
vitric tuff (125.5-147m, unknownage). An uncomfor- valley floor approximately6 km wide (Figuresld-lf).
(2) The surroundingseafloorrisesgentlytowardthe
mity in deposition occurs at the base of the Oligocene
precluding extrapolation of sedimentation rates to bet- trough from either side. (3) The abyssalhill fabric is
ter constrain the agesof the deeper sediments. The drill

oriented east-west parallel to the trend of the OT with

site did not reach basement

severaladjacentgrabensand ridges. (4) At the east
end of segmentI (line 1: seegravity image,Plates I or
2b and discussion
below),wherethe OT is offsetsouth-

material.

We present magnetic, gravity, echo sounder, and
swath bathymetry data recently collected near the western edgeof the OT. These data provide strong evidence
that the trough is a relict, slow-spreadingcenter. We
also discussseveralpossibilitiesfor the origin of a large

ward, there is a large asymmetry in the cross-sectional
topography,with the insidecornerof the offsetreaching

0.8 km higherthan the outsidecorner(seePlate 2b).
(100-400nT), asymmetricmagneticanomalyacrossthe (5) Lines2 and 3 of the surveyexhibit a moresymmet-

ric graben-like cross-sectionalprofile. Other features
apparent in the swath bathymetry image include two
discontinuities in the topography, stemming from the
segment
offset, which resemblepseudo-faultstypically
2. Observations
observedat propagating spreadingcenters,and a second
In October1998the research
vesselicebreaker(RVIB) trough-likefeature in line I at 25ø52'Swith morphology
NathanielB. Palmer (cruiseNBP9806A) traversedthe similar to the crossingsof segment I on lines 2 and 3.
OT on three north-south lines, each approximately 150 This feature will be discussed below.
The shipboardgravity measurementsagreein amplikin long. We collected magnetic, gravity, Bathy-2000
echo sounder, and SeaBeam-2100 swath bathymetry tude and shape with satellite altimetry data (Figures
trough and the implications of this new data set for
plate tectonic reconstructions of this region.
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Figure 1. Cross-sectionalprofiles of flee-air gravity and bathymetry of the western OT from 3

adjacentprofiles(line 1, east; line 2, center;line 3, west). All linesare orientedwith north at
0 km and south at 170 km. Diamond marks crossingof segment I and triangle marks crossing

of segment2. (a-c) Free-air gravity anomalieswith the regionalvalue of 38 mGal removed:
shipboarddata (thick, shaded),satellite (dotted), modelfor crustalstructurein Figuresld-lf
(thin, solid). (d-f) Bathymetry(thick, black)and crustaldensitystructurefor gravity modelsin

Figuresla-lc. Background
densityis 2700kg/m3. Stippledregionsare sedimentlayers(1380
kg/m3) requiredto fit the observed
profiles.
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The averagefree-air gravity anomaly in this

region is about 38 mGal, due to the proximity of the

Magnetic ,•nomaly

fore-bulgeof the TongaTrench (this mean value is removedfrom the profilesshownin Figures la-lc). The
trough itself is delineatedby a narrow (15 km wide)

Line
1]•

gravity low, 20-30 mGal less than the regional value.
The topographic asymmetry of the trough in line 1 is
mirrored in the gravity. Based on the good agreement
between the satellite and shipboard data, we have assumedthat the offsetin the trough seenin the gravity
image is also an offset in the topographic feature, thus
leading us to the conclusionthat our survey coversthe
eastern termination of segment 1 and that the oil'set in
the trough and segment 2 lay just to the east of our sur-

a.

Line 2

Lin.
t•

vey area (Plate 1). In addition,the secondtrough-like
feature crossedin line 1 at 25ø52'S lines up well with
a similar feature in the gravity that is an extension of
segment 2 to the southwest.
We did not expect to find easily identifiable magnetic anomalies near the OT, due to the absenceof such

25

featuresin previousshiptracks (cruisesC1713, C0906,
DSDP91GC, ELT40, V3601, V3602; Plate 1). However,
these tracks

do exhibit

some consistent

features

-25

which

-5O

are also seen in the three new tracks of data presented

in this paper (Figure2a). The troughcoincides
with a

,

250

transition between a negative or low magnetic anomaly
to the north and a broad positive anomaly to the south
in the three profiles presented here as well as four of the

eight previousship tracksacrossthe trough (seePlate
1). While our surveylines are not long enoughto de-

,

-Model
2

,

•

-

-250

tect a more complete set of linearions, if they exist, this
consistentfeature may provide a clue to the age of the
trough.
The final set of data collected during this survey is
ODEC Bathy-2000, 3.5-12 kHz echo sounder profiles

-500
250

for lines 2 and 3 (Figure 3, line 1 is not availabledue
to problems with the data recorder during the sur-

vey).

While echo sounderdata are mainly used for

bathymetry determination, they do provide some subbottom penetration and can image layering in the top
50-100 m of sedimentscovering the seafloor. The echo
sounder

data

collected

on lines

2 and

3 reveal

-250

undis-

turbed sedimentsof at least 36 m thickness(assuming
a sedimentvelocityof 1800m/s) coveringthe centerof
the trough. In line 3 this layer can be seen to drape
over the slight incline in topography near the center of
the trough. Due to the low signal-to-noiseratio on this
recordingwith the singleechosoundersystem, it is difficult to follow this layer all the way acrossthe trough
and particularly at the trough edges. In line 2 the sediment layer appears to taper out near the edges,while
in line 3 it ends against high basement topography.

3. Analysis of Ship Track Data
The swath bathymetry map of the trough and its surroundings reveals several features which strongly sup-
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Figure 2. Magneticanomalyprofilesand models:(a)
Observed magnetic anomalies on lines 1-3. Scale bar

of 200 nT is shownon line 1. (b) Model 1: magnetic
anomalydue to seafloortopography(usingbathymetry
from line 2). This is also the anomalyexpectedif the
spreadingcenterstoppedspreadingprior to 83 Ma. (c)
Model2: spreadingcenteraxisageis 82 Ma. (d) Model
3: spreading center axis age is 71 Ma.

All models

havea full spreadingrate of 5 cm/yr, skewness
of 49ø,
sourcelayer thicknessof 1 km and susceptibilityof 0.01

emu/cm
3. Cretaceous
andCenozoic
magneticanomalies are labeled;intervalsof normal polarity magnetization

are shown in black.
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Figure 3. Bathy-2000echosoundersectionsfrom the bottomof the troughin (a) line 2 and (b)
line 3. Insetsshowlocationof data alongeachprofile (box). Profilesshowdata recordedfrom
the top of the seafloorfor 50 ms (or approximately36 m). Two sedimentlayersimagedat about
0.01 s and 0.04 s (two-waytravel time) belowthe seafloorare undisturbedthroughoutthe center
of the trough.

port the hypothesisthat the OT is a dead spreading near-verticalfaults in the sediments.In addition, at the
center.Theseincludeseveralfeatureswhichare charac- ship'sspeedof 20 km/hr we are not ableto imagefault
teristic of the axial valley and the surroundingseafloor: planes with dips greater than 66¸ directly; however,we
the alignment of the abyssalhill fabric, the overall cross- should be able to see substantial offsets in the sediments
sectionalprofileof the trough (pointsI and 2 above), if they occurred.
and the connection of westernmost segment I to the
In the absenceof a seriesof lineated magnetic anomarest of the trough to the east basedon the gravity data. lies, other morphologicfeatures of the OT can be comFurthermore, the echosounderdata showuninterrupted pared with observationsover active and extinct spreadsedimentsthroughout the center of the trough indicat- ing centersto obtain an estimate of the spreadingrate
centers(1-3 cm/yr full
ing that this trough has remainedundisturbedby fault- beforeit died. Slow-spreading
ing for sometime. It is therefore unlikely that this fea- rate) are characterizedby steep-sidedaxial valleys,5ture was formed by recent cracking of the Pacific Plate 20 km wide with a total relief of 1.0-2.8 km (i.e. North
based on the indentor hypothesisof Small and Abbott Mid-Atlantic Ridge). At slow-intermediatespreading

[1998]. However,we can not rule out the reactivation rates (3-5 cm/yr; i.e., South Mid-Atlantic) the axial
of faults in the rift valley walls since our data do not valley is lesspronouncedwith a total relief of only 200have the penetration necessaryto distinguish fault off- 1000 m. At intermediaterates (5-9 cm/yr) a shallow
on a broaderhigh
sets in the basement rock and may not be able to detect axial valley (50-200m) superimposed
ß

.
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a [Kentet al.,1978],themaximum
may still be present. At faster rates (> 9 cm/yr) the bilityof0.01emu/cm
axial valley is replaceby a small axial high [Macdon- amplitude for a magnetic anomaly measuredat the sea
ald, 1986].Gravitysignalsoverboth active[Smalland surfaceis 10-20 nT (Model 1, Figure 2b), a factor of
Sandwell,1989]andextinct [Jonaset al., 19911spread- 10-50 times less than the anomalies we measured. It
ing centers also exhibit a spreading rate dependence. is therefore unlikely that the anomalieswe recordedare
Extinct slow-spreading
centershave broad (30-90 kin) due only to variationsin the topography.Another possigravity lows with amplitudes of 17-45 mGal, whereas bility is that the anomaliesare due to fluctuationsin the
extinct fast-spreading
centershave a narrower(40-60 magneticfield strength which occurredduring the Cre-

kin) positive anomaly of 10-20 regal. For example, taceousNormal Superchron[Candeand Kent, 1992].
the Phillippine Basin Rift, with a 1500 m axial valley which stopped spreading at 35 Ma and had a full

These fluctuations normally have produced anomalies
with amplitudes ranging from 25 to 100 nT, although

spreadingrate of 3.6 cm/yr has a 40 km wide free-air largeranomalies(100-200nT) havebeenmeasuredfor
gravityanomalyof-26 regal [Jonaset al., 1991]. The seafloorof this agein the Mid-Atlantic [Vogt,1986].Alternatively, these anomalies could record a cessationof
spreadingafter chron 34, during the earliest part of the
Cenozoic reversal sequence.
To test this hypothesis,we created severalmagnetic
models varying the spreading rates, ages, and skewness. We present two possible models which both fit
"insidecornerhigh" [e.g.Severinghaus
andMacdonald, the data in our ship tracks. Both models have a full

cross-sectionalprofiles of the OT, with the steep topography, broad axial floor, and large negative free-air
anomaly agree well with the features observedfor slow
or slow-intermediaterate spreadingcenters. Other evidencethat the trough was a slow-spreadingcenteris the
large topographichigh in line i which we interpret as an

of 49ø. The
1988]. Insidecornerhighsare not foundat intermedi- spreadingrate of 5.0 cm/yr and a skewness
ate (unlessan axial valleyis present)or fast-spreadingspreading rate is constrained by our observationsthat
centers and therefore this is a diagnostic feature of a
slow-spreadingcenter.

the trough has severalfeatures consistentwith it being
a slow-intermediate rate spreading center. A magnetic
In addition to providingconstraintson the spreading anomaly skewnessof 49ø is expected, if the paleolatirate of the Osbourn Trough, the free-air gravity and tude of the Pacific Plate was about 30 ø further south
bathymetry can be used to estimate the sediment thick- in Late Cretaceous
time than it is now [Larsonet al.,
nessin the trough and thereforeits true depth. For each 1992;Menardand et al, 1983].We usestandardvalues
profile acrossthe trough a two dimensional model of for the thicknessof the magnetizedlayer (1 km) and
of thecrust(0.01emu/cm
3) asstated
crustal density is constructed.The backgrounddensity thesusceptibility
is taken as the average oceanic crustal value for layer above. Any model must fit the main features seenboth
3, 2700kg/m3. The densityof the sediments
is 1380 in our data and in the other ship tracks which cross

kg/m3 basedon densitymeasurements
at DSDP drill the trough: (1) the asymmetricanomalycrossingthe
site 204 locatedlessthan 50 km (white star, Plate 1) troughwith a largehigh to the southand (2) no addifromourprofilesat 24.9øS,174.1øW[Burnset al., 1973]. tional lineations farther away from the trough. These
The flee-air gravity for each profile is calculated using observationsrequire that a change from a normal to a
the methodof Talwaniet al. [1959].The modelresults, reversed magnetic polarity must occur on the seafloor
shownin Figures ld-lf, require a layer of sediments350 closeto the trough(to createthe asymmetricanomaly)
m thick inside the trough as well as sediments100 m and that not many other reversalshave occurred which
thick on the northern flanks of the trough. Residuals would lead to more anomalies away from the spreading
are less than 5 regal except for the south flank of line center.
Although many models with agesranging from older
i (abovethe high insidecornertopography).We note
that due to the large regional flee-air anomaly these than 84 Ma (end of chron34) to youngerthan 71 Ma
models are fit to the observedprofiles with the mean were tested, only two models can fit the consistent
value removed. Therefore there may be a uniform layer features of the magnetic anomalies mentioned above.
of sedimentsthroughout this region and our calculated Model 2, with a spreading center that dies at 82 Ma,
layer thicknessesreflect additional sedimentsneeded in has an asymmetric magnetic high and low acrossthe
specificregions. Also, there may be three dimensional trough and no other anomalies expected to the north
effectswhich are not considered.These modelspredict or south of the trough (Figure 2c). This model fits
the first constraint but does not reproduce some of the
trough depths of between 0.5 and 0.85 km.
Although the magnetic anomalies recorded in this smaller anomalies which occur about 75 km from the
survey do not reveal any obvious lineations, the pres- trough. Theseanomalies
are better fit in Model3 (Fig-

enceof large(100-400nT) anomaliesnearthe troughis
puzzling if the spreadingcenter stoppedspreadingdur-

ing the CretaceousNormal Superchron(chron34). Our

ure 2d) in which the spreadingcenter dies at 71 Ma.
The maximumcrosscorrelationand lag (offsetdistance
of maximumcrosscorrelation)valuesfor Model 2 are

0.50 and 62 km, 0.51 and-33 km, and 0.46 and 12 km
tal variation in topographyof lessthan i km. Using a for line 1, line 2, and line 3, respectively. For Model 3
thicknessof the magnetizedlayer of I km and suscepti- these improve with larger cross correlation values and
survey occurs at an average depth of 5 km with a to-
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Figure 4. (a) Presentlocationof the Osbourn
Troughandits positionrelativeto otherfeatures
onthe seafloor
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(b) Sketch
ofpossible
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andManihikiPlateaus
outboardof the Gondwanasubductionzone,andwhat wouldbecomethe ChathamRiseandnorth
island of New Zealand in late Cretaceous

time.

smallerlags of 0.63 and 8 km, and 0.64 and 9 km for
lines 1 and 2. The fit for line 1 with a maximum

4. Discussion

cor-

relationof 0.56at a lagof 60 kmis notimproved.
The

The existenceof this spreadingcenter has important
bad fit in line I may be due to this profile crossingthe implications for tectonic reconstructionsof this region.
trough at the eastern edge of this segment. Model 3 First, the crust south of the OT for somedistance would
predicts the presenceof other anomaliesvery closeto formerly have been part of a different plate, perhapsthe
the trough which may be p?esentin other ship tracks Phoenix Plate or a fragment that broke from it, such

Plate [Heinemannet al., 1999]
(C1713,V3602,V3601). However,in Model3 the young as the Bellingshausen
edgeof chron34 (83 Ma) shouldbe presentabout 250 (Figures4a-4b). This fragmentof crust southof the
km from the trough as a magneticlow on the north- OT would have joined to the Pacific Plate at the time
ern side of the spreadingcenter and a magnetic high spreadingstoppedalongthe OT. Lonsdale[1997]proon the southern side. There is no convincingevidence
this anomaly on any of the existing ship tracks, but
these ship tracks are sparseand often interrupted by
seamounts.In addition,it is possiblethat the spreading
rate and direction may have changedwith time. Thus
we feel that the data may be inadequateto resolvebetween these two models. More magnetic data as well
as dredgesamplesfrom the seafloormay ultimately be
needed to resolve this issue.

posed that this happened at 105 Ma, accompaniedby
the cessationof subduction along the Gondwana margin when the Hikurangi Plateau entered the subduction
zone at the location of the•: Chatham Rise; this timing would coincidewith the initiation of rifting in West
Antarctica

and the transfer

of the New Zealand

conti-

nental fragments and the Chatham Rise to the Pacific

Plate [Luyendyk,1995]. However,if the OT continued
spreadinguntil a youngertime, as is suggestedfrom our
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magneticobservations,then the crust south of the OT
would have compriseda separate plate in existencebetween the New Zealand fragments and the Pacific Plate
to the north of the OT until later in the Cretaceous Nor-

5. Conclusions

Our observationssupport the hypothesis of Lons-

dale [1997]that the OsbournTroughis an abandoned

spreadingcenterwith an axial valleythat hasbeenpartially filled in by 350 m of sediment.The morphologyof
(chron32 time). The spreadingcenterto the southeast
the OT with its prominentaxial valley and insidecorner
of the OsbournTrough(Figure4b) wouldcorrespond
high surroundedby parallel-alignedabyssalhills agrees
to a section of spreading center between the Bellingmal Superchron,and possiblyeven until about 71 Ma

with observationsover other extinct slow-spreadingcenters indicating that this was a slow-spreadingcenter,
similar to the modern Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The echo
sounder data reveal that the center of the trough is
came part of the modern Pacific-Antarcticspreading
filled in by undisturbedsedimentsand thus do not sup-

shausen and Pacific Plates which continued spreading
until 61 Ma when the BellingshausenPlate joined the
Antarctic Plate and this spreading center segment be-

center[Candeet al., 1995;Heinemannet al., 1999].
Lonsdale[1997]alsoproposedthat the Hikurangiand

port the hypothesis
of SmallandAbbott[1998]that this

Manihiki Plateaus compriseda singleEarly Cretaceous trough representsa recent crack in the Pacific Plate.
Seismicdata are required to define the depth to baseplateau which was split by the spreadingsystemof the
ment beneath the sediments and to rule out the exisOT. In this scenario,the conjugatepaleorift boundaries
tence of deeper fault offsetsor offsetsoccurringin the
would be the southwest edge of the Manihiki Plateau
rift valley walls. However,the lack of visible offsetsin
and the northeast edgeof the Hikurangi Plateau. Since
the swathbathymetry and in the echosounderdata sugthe OT trends east-west, any such spreading system
geststhat this is not a regionof active crackingor faultwould have had to reorient between the times of initial
ing. In addition, we presentseveralhypothesesfor the
rifting and final spreading on the OT. Such a reoriorigin of large magneticanomaliescrossingthe trough
entation might explain why the seafloormagnetic patand speculatethat the spreadingcentercouldhave died
terns in the region around the OT are so puzzling and
at a time after the end of chron 34 and could be as young
why there are no throughgoing fracture zones seen in
as 71 Ma. The existenceof this relict spreadingcenter
the gravity data between the OT and the Manihiki or givesfurther constraintson plate reconstructionsin this
Hikurangi Plateaus, although the eastern edge of the region, specifically,suggestingthe existenceof another
Hikurangi Plateau is connectedto the eastern edge of plate in this region between the Pacific Plate and the
the OsbournTroughby the WishboneScarp (a sharp New Zealand continental fragments in Late Cretaceous
discontinuity seen in the topography and satellite al- time.
timetry data). Our data show that during the final
Acknowledgments.
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